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Disruption of overlearned discriminative behavior
in monkeys (Cebus apella) by delay of reward

JACQUILYN K. COX and M. R. D'AMATO
Rutgers University, Busch Campus, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Previous work has shown that when a delay of reward (DOR) is introduced into a well-learned
discrimination, even gradually, discriminative performance deteriorates and, with moderately long
DORs, does not recover with practice. The present experiment assessed whether the decrement
in performance was due to an associative loss or to a decline in the incentive value of the reward
object caused by the DOR. Cebus monkeys were trained on a simple visual discrimination and
tested with either a DOR or an identical delay period which preceded the appearance of S+ and
S- ("predelay" trials); reinforcement on predelay trials was immediate. On half of the daily trials,
the animals were given the option of choosing either the DOR or the predelay trial. The duration of
the delay was increased gradually until terminal delays of 32 to 128 sec were reached. All four
animals maintained almost errorless performance on predelay trials; in contrast, their error rate
reached 36% on DOR trials. Surprisingly, none of the animals learned to choose predelay over
DOR trials. Both results were interpreted in terms of the incentive loss hypothesis.

Delay of reward (DOR) has been a variable of
interest to learning psychologists for more than half
a century (cf. Mowrer, 1960, Chap. 10; Renner,
1964). Much of the research effort during this time
has been devoted to assessing the effects of DOR
on the acquisition of behavior, and until recent years
its influence on the performance of well-established
instrumental behaviors went iargely unnoticed.
Research conducted during the last decade has shown
that introducing a DOR into an already established
simple instrumental response usually causes a serious
disruption of performance, which is often long
lasting (e.g., Bullock & Richards, 1973; Ferster &
Hammer, 1965).

In the case of simple instrumental behaviors, the
deficit caused by DOR relates to response vigor
reductions in response rate and speed, and increases
in latency. It has recently been shown, however,
that a DOR, even when introduced gradually, can
cause a lasting deterioration in response accuracy.
In a lengthy series of experiments, D'Amato and
Cox (1976) found that a DOR introduced gradually
into a well-Iearned visual discrirnination caused a !oss
of response accuracy, sometimes to the point where
the animals responded more to S - than to S + .
Even after many thousands of test trials distributed
over almost 2 years, their monkeys were unable to
maintain a high performance level on a heavily over
learned discrimination with DORs in the neighbor
hood of aminute or so. These results, which very
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likely are not restricted to cebus monkeys (cf',
Mishkin & Weiskrantz, 1958), have a direct bearing
on the role of DOR in the acquisition of discrimina
tive behaviors. If animals cannot maintain a well
learned visual discrimination under the burden of a
moderate DOR, it seems unlikely that they will be
able to acquire new discriminative behaviors when so
disadvantaged.

The present experiment was addressed to two
issues, one empirical and one theoretical. Animals
were exposed to immediate and delayed reward trials
on the same, well-Iearned, visual discrimination. On
immediate reward trials, an identical delay occurred
as on DOR trials, but it preceded the presentation
of S + and S -. The two types of trials (DOR and
"predelay") were randomly intermixed, although the
animal could discriminate at the time of choice which
condition was in effect. With regard to the empirical
question, we wished to determine whether DOR
would result in the usual decline in discriminative
performance even though the animals maintained
contact with immediate reinforcement on the same
discriminative task.

As for the theoretical issue, the results of the
experiment should have a bearing on two plausible
explanations of why DOR causes disruption of well
established discriminative behaviors. One inter
pretation is that when a discriminative response is
separated from its consequences by a DOR and no
differential cues exist to mediate the delay interval,
the association between the two events becomes
weakened, a position that shall be referred to as the
"associative loss" hypothesis. The second interpreta
tion is that the performance decrement is due to a
loss of incentive value caused by the DOR. Accord-
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ing to this view, the incentive value of areward
object is inversely related to the delay that intervenes
before its delivery (cf. Ainslie, 1975; Davenport,
1962; Logan, 1965). Moreover, a DaR can elicit
negative emotional reactions, such as frustration,
which may further depress incentive value (D' Amato
& Cox, 1976). Consequently, an animal commits
errors on a well-Iearned discriminative task after a
DaR has been introduced, not because it has for
gotten the contingencies between its responses and
the subsequent outcomes (the associative loss
hypothesis), but because the consequence of respond
ing to S+ is insufficiently positive.

To relate the present experiment to these theoretical
positions, we may assurne from the associative loss
hypothesis that the association between response
and outcome is strengthened on predelay trials
(because of immediate reinforcement) and weakened
on DaR trials. Because of the intermixing of the two
types of trials, the strength of association between
response and outcomewill depend upon the sequence
of previous trials but will be the same, on average,
for predelay and DaR trials. Consequently, dis
criminative performance should be comparable on
both.

On the other hand, at the time that S+ and S
appear, the animal can discriminate the nature of
the trial in progress and therefore whether reinforce
ment is immediate or delayed. This should be suf
ficient, from the incentive loss hypothesis, to gener
ate a substantial difference in discriminative per
formance on predelay and DaR trials, which afford
high and low incentives, respectively.

As a means of obtaining additional evidence
bearing on the two hypotheses, the animals were
frequently allowed to choose between predelay and
DaR trials. In the event that the animals performed
at a substantially higher level of accuracy on the
predelay trials, the incentive loss hypothesis makes
the interesting prediction that they will show little,
if any, preference for predelay over DaR trials.
The basis for this prediction is that the response
through which the animal indicates its preference is
separated from the terminal reinforcing events (reward
pellet or time-out) of each trial by aperiod of time
that is at least as long as the prevailing DaR. If the
latter is such as to cause a substantial decline in per
formance on the visual discrimination, we may infer
that it has reduced the incentive value of the reward
object to a low level. If this is true for the (visual)
discriminative response, it must also be true for the
preference response, which is further removed in
time from the terminal reinforcing events. Conse
quently, despite a higher density of reinforcement,
there should be little incentive for the animals to
acquire and maintain a preference for the predelay
trials. On the other hand, the associative loss
hypothesis, and common sense as weil, leads to the

expectation that the animals will develop a prefer
ence for the more frequently rewarded alternative.

Motivated by a different theoretical issue, D'Amato
and Cox (1976) reported a study that followed the
design just described. Three of the four monkeys
tested committed significantly more errors on DaR
than on predelay trials when the delay reached 60 sec,
the longest delay investigated. However, because
only three or four sessions were run at the 60-sec
delay, these results are only suggestive; moreover,
because of the small number of sessions employed,
no valid measure of preference for the two types of
trials could be obtained.

METHOD
Subjects

Two adult female (Peanuts and Bridgette) and male (Hubert
and Phurp) cebus monkeys (Cebus apella) served as subjects,
All of the subjects except Bridgette had considerable past experi
ence with DOR in a simple two-choice discrimination task.
Throughout the experiment, the animals were maintained at
8517fo-9317fo of their full-ration body weight by appropriate daily
rations of Purina Monkey Chow delivered 3-4 h following a test
session. They were housed individually with free access to water
in their horne cages.

Apparatus
An on-line computer system (PDP 8/e, Digital Equipment

Corp.) controlled stimulus selection, response contingencies, and
data recording in all phases of testing and training. The computer
was interfaced with two environmental primate chambers (Lehigh
Valley Electronics), in which the animals were tested. One wall
of the chamber was fitted with five Inline stimulus projectors
(Industrial Electronics Engineers, Inc.). One projector was sit
uated at each corner of a 12-cm square and the fifth at the
center. Each projector was faced with a plastic key which served
as the response mechanism. A microswitch, with which the
animals could initiate a trial, was positioned 6 cm below the
center projector. A response lever and a display unit, which was
used to signal that the lever was operative, were located on each
side ofthe projector array, separated by a distance of 4 cm.

Procedure
All subjects were trained on a simple two-choice simultaneous

discrimination in which S+ was an inverted triangle and S
a vertical line. The subject initiated a trial by completing 15
responses on the microswitch, which produced S + and S - on
two of the four outer projectors (the center projector was not
used). A correct response resulted in the immediate delivery of one
190-mg Noyes banana pellet, whi!e an incorrect response pro
duced a l-min time-out signaled by a dimming of the overhead
houselight. A resonse was ignored if it did not fulfill a O.3-sec
hold-down requirement. A 20-sec ITI, signaled by dimming of
the overhead houselight and illumination of a light located below
the projector array, followed delivery of the reward pellet or
completion of the time-out. The animal was free to initiate the
next trial at the termination of the ITl, which was indicated by
full illumination of the houselight. Acquisition training continued
unti! the criterion of 2 consecutive days with less than two errors
per day was met, which required three to five 24-trial sessions,
distributed one session per day. A 2-sec DOR was then introduced
and an additional 6 to 14 24-trial sessions were given, at the end
ofwhich all subjects were responding at a high level of accuracy.

DOR vs, predeIay performance. At this point the experiment
proper began. Completion of the FR 15 on the microswitch now
resulted in the illumination of the two display units above the
response levers. One lever was assigned to deliver a standard
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Figure 1. Performance on tbe visual discrimination and the
lever (bar) response as a funelion of the delay interval and type
of delay trial (predelay or OOR). Each point is based on 16
24·trial sessions, during whicb the lever delivering OOR.type
trials was altemated from left to rigbt every four sessions. The
DOR cboices (open squares) indieate tbe percentage of trials
on wbich tbe animal chose the lever that led to a DOR-type trial.
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Figure 2. Tbe visual discrimination and leverpress performance
of the two animals that went beyond the 32-secdelay.

Figures land 2 present the discriminative and
leverpress behavior for each animal until the terminal
delay was reached. Each data point is based on 16
test sessions. Examining first response accuracy on
the visual discrimination, it is apparent that in an
cases very few errors were committed on predelay
trials, even at the longest delay. A high level of
accuracy was also maintained on DOR trials at the
short delay intervals. However, as the delay in
creased, accuracy on DOR trials slowly decreased,
until a substantial difference emerged at the
terminal delay. As evaluated by an analysis of vari
ance performed on the four four-session blocks at
the terminal delays, this difference was highly signifi
cant [F(l/96) == 240.6, p< .001]; moreover, individ
ual t tests showed the difference to be significant
for an animals (p < .01 in an cases).

On half of each session's 24 trials, the animal
chose between predelay and DOR trials by pressing
the appropriate lever. Because the level of accuracy
on the two types of trials was not very different until
the final delay was reached, there is little reason to
expect the emergence of a preference for DOR or
predelay trials prior to that point. The data presented
in Figures 1 and 2 (open squares) confirm this

DOR-type trial; the other lever delivered a predelay trial. A
response on the first lever resulted in the immediate appearance
of S + and S - on two of the projectors. A response to either
stimulus produced the DOR, which was spent in total darkness.
At the termination of the DOR, a pellet was delivered if the choice
response had been correct; the usual I-min time-out followed in
correct responses. A response on the second, predelay, lever im
mediately produced a delay interval of the same duration and
stimulus conditions as the DOR, followed by presentation of
S + and S- . A response to S + or S- led immediately to areward
pellet or a I-min time-out, respectively. Thus the only difference
between DOR and predelay trials was the positioning of the
delay interval, which either preceded the response-outcome
sequence (on predelay trials) or was interposed between response
and outcome. lt should be noted that, with regard to the lever
response, on both types of trials response and outcome were
separated by equivalent time intervals, which functionally served
asDORs.

All animals were exposed to five delays in increasing order:
2,4, 8, 16, and 32 sec. One anima! (Peanuts) was taken to 64-sec
and another (Phurp) to 64- and 128-sec delays, There were 16
24-trial sessions at each delay, and the position of the lever that
delivered DOR trials was alternated frorn left to right every four
sessions. To insure that the animals were exposed to both delay
contingencies, on 6 Qf the daily 24 trials only the lever leading
to DOR trials was operative (and its display unit illuminated)
and on 6 other trials only the lever leading to the predelay trials
was illuminated and operative.

Performance at terminal delays. The final phase consisted of
exposing three of the animals to 20 24-trial sessions, during which
the location of the lever delivering DOR trials was fixed on the
side preferred by that animal. The delay interval was the longest
interval reached in the previous phase, 32 sec for two of the
animals and 64 sec for the third. Because of inordinately long
response latencies on the levers and on the projectors, Phurp
wasdropped from this phase.

RESULTS
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Figure 3. The visual discrimination and leverpress performance
over the final 20 sessions, during which the lever that delivered
DOR-type trials was maintained on the left for all three animals.
The duration of the delay was 32 sec for two of the animals and
64 sec for the third.

expectation. However, they also reveal that in all
cases a preference failed to emerge during the 16
sessions at the terminal delay; the average percent
age choice of the lever leading to DOR trials was
very elose to chance, 47.7/rfo.

Three of the four animals developed a significant
position preference, in all cases for the left lever.
The fourth animal, Phurp, developed a similar
preference, but midway through testing this prefer
ence reversed itself. It is important to note that, in
most cases, the lever position preference was not
present initially but developed as testing progressed.

Performance at Terminal Delays
The results of the final 20 testing sessions run at

the terminal delays are shown in Figure 3. As is clear
from the figure, the difference in response accuracy
on the DOR and predelay trials which emerged during
the previous phase of the experiment maintained
itself throughout the 20 sessions. Evaluated by an
analysis of variance which treated subjects and
blocks as fixed effects, this difference is highly
significant [F(l/90) = 497.6, p< .001]; it is also
quite substantial (98.5% vs 63.4/rfo correct responses).
None of the animals managed more than 65%
responses on DOR trials.

The three animals that participated in this phase of
the experiment had previously developed a prefer
ence for the left lever, which was assigned to deliver
DOR trials during the 20 sessions. Although there
was a substantial decline in the percentage choice
of DOR trials over the first three blocks of sessions,
the animals' preference for the left lever did not
reverse itself and indeed showed some recovery
during the final block of four sessions (Figure 3).
Nor did any of the animals examined individually
showareversal of preference for the left lever.

Analysis of Response Latencies
Further information regarding the animals' lever

press and discriminative behavior during the last
20 sessions was obtained by analyzing response
latencies, measured to the nearest 20 msec. Several
repeated measures analyses of variance were per
formed based on the mean log latencies obtained
in each condition. The main effects in these analyses
were blocks of sessions, lever position (left or right),
trial condition (free or forced), and subjects The
major findings were: (a) The animals responded
faster on the left lever than on the right [F(l/8) =
~.2l, p < .01], which probably reflects the animals'
position bias rat her than the fact that the left lever
produced DOR trials. (b) Response latency was
significantly longer when a single lever was illumi
nated (i.e., when the lever response was forced) than
when both options were available [F(l/18) = 17.36,
p< .01]. (c) The interaction between lever position
(Jeft or right) and trial condition (free or forced)
was insignificant. This result is revealing because
had the animals learned the relationship between
the leverpress response and the nature of the en
suing delay and had they been motivated by the
difference in error rate to avoid DOR trials, one
would expect unusually long latencies to occur when
the animals were forced to respond to the left lever
and therefore receive a DOR trial. In statistical
terms, a significant Lever Position by Trial Condi
tion interaction would have occurred.

A similar analysis was performed on the projector
key responses, i.e., responses to the discriminative
stimuli. In one analysis, only correct responses were
considered, the relevant factors being type of delay
(DOR or predelay), blocks of test sessions, and sub
jects. (Trial condition, free or forced, was entered
as a pseudovariable.) Type of delay was highly
significant [F(l/30) = 15.38, p < .01], responses to
S + being much slower on DOR than on predelay
trials. However, this variable interacted with sub
jects, with two of the three subjects showing a
difference in the indicated direction and the third
(Hubert) producing the opposite relationship. A
similar pattern of results was obtained from an
analysis of response latencies on DOR trials only,
which included correct and incorrect responses as a
factor. The same two animals again produced longer
latencies on correct responses than on incorrect
choices, whereas Hubert responded somewhat faster
on incorrect responses. This animal had by far the
shortest response latencies, both on the levers and on
the projector keys, possibly too short to reveal the
effects of variables that expressed thernselves in
the other animals.

The present results show once more the powerful
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and lasting deleterious effect that DOR can impose
on heavily overlearned discriminative behavior. The
design of the present experiment rules out the possi
bility that the adverse effect of DOR is due to an
associative loss; rather , the responsible mechanism
seems to be the loss of incentive value which a DOR
occasions. That a DOR reduces the incentive value
of areward object is a hypothesis that has a long
history, and recently Ainslie (1975) has shown how
certain quantitative realizations of this hypothesis
can account for commitment behavior and a variety
of other phenomena in psychology and economics.

But even granting that a DOR reduces the in
centive value of the reward object, our results are
surprising in that an error not only led to the omission
of reward but also resulted in a substantial time-out,
in the case of two of the animals approximately twice
the duration of the DOR itself. The three animals
that were run for 20 sessions at the terminal DOR
averaged approximately IlTfo errors on predelay trials
and 36% errors on DOR trials. This enormous in
crease in error rate suggests that the DOR must have
reduced the incentive value of the reward object to an
extremely low level. We have suggested that a DOR
may reduce the incentive value of areward object
by two mechanisms, by the delay per se and by an
aversive component akin to anticipatory frustration
(cf. D'Amato & Cox, 1976). Some evidence for the
operation of the latter factor is available in the find
ing that for two of the three animals latencies of
correct responses were longer on DOR than on pre
delay trials, which suggests some degree of reluctance
to approach S + on DOR trials. It should be pointed
out that this difference was obtained even though
on DOR trials S + and S - appeared as soon as the
leverpress response was executed and therefore while
the animal was situated directly before the projector
array. In contrast, on predelay trials the animal
could be anywhere in the experimental chamber
when the delay period timed out and the discrimi
native stimuli appeared.

Despite the marked difference in error rates on
predelay and DOR trials, none of the four animals
learned to avoid pressing the lever that produced
DOR trials. Although this result may seem odd at
first glance, it is entirely in keeping with the incentive
loss hypothesis. Inasmuch as the incentive value of
the reward object was so reduced by the DOR that
it was incapable of maintaining an overlearned dis
crimination at a high level, it is not likely to have
been sufficient to support the learning of a new dis
crimination (the leverpress response). Conversely, if
there had been sufficient incentive value in the
reward that occurred at the end of a trial to rein
force the leverpress response, it should have been
sufficient to maintain the visual discriminative re
sponse on DOR trials. This line of reasoning suggests
the paradox that the greater the error rate on DOR
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trials, the less likely it is that the animal williearn to
avoid pressing the lever that produces these trials.

The present results raise a caveat to anyone who
attempts to produce long-delay discrimination learn
ing in animals. Unless one first demonstrates that
the acquisition procedures will support performance
of a well-learned discrimination at the value of DOR
under examination, the failure to acquire a new dis
crimination may simply refleet an inadequate in
centive value of the reward object rather than an
inability on the part of the subjects to form the
required association. From the results of the present
experiment, it seems unreasonable to expect that
under comparable experimental conditions our
animals could achieve an asymptotic level of ac
quisition much higher than 65% if they were exposed
to a new discrimination problem at the terminal
DOR durations.

It is interesting, in this connection, to compare
the present and past performance of the three
animals of the present experiment that served in an
earlier discrimination acquisition study with DOR
(D'Amato & Cox, 1976). Hubert, who in the present
experiment was unable to maintain a high per
formance level on DOR trials with a delay greater
than 16 sec, in the earlier study acquired a visual
discrimination rapidly with al-sec DOR but failed
to learn a second visual discrimination when the
DOR was increased to 15 sec. Peanuts managed to
maintain a high performance level with a 32-sec DOR
in the present study. She earlier acquired visual
discriminations with DORs of 15 and 30 sec. Finally,
Phurp, who reached the longest delay interval in the
present experiment, 128 sec, earlier learned a visual
discrimination with a 45-sec DOR in only seven
sessions of 24 trials each. He also was able to acquire
a visual discrimination with a 6O-sec DOR, but
interestingly enough, after reaching an accuracy level
of 90070 correct, his performance fell off to only
70%.

The difficulty faced by nonverbal organisms in
maintaining high performance levels when the con
sequences of their behavior are delayed for sub
stantial periods of time is not restricted to DOR.
D'Amato and Cox (1976) attempted to maintain
discriminative performance by a delayed punishment
procedure in which the "punishment" consisted
of a lengthy time-out. Despite prolonged training,
their animals were unable to maintain a high per
formance level when the delay reached 1 min or so.
Because reward pellets were available only during
the delay interval, the latter could not have induced
negative emotional responses. They concluded that
successful maintenance of instrumental behaviors
whose consequences are delayed-which they viewed
as a form of foresightful behavior-was probably
beyond the reach of most animal species. They
pointed out that there is little selective press ure on
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animals to develop this type of behavior and that
where it does occur in humans it probably is medi
ated by language or other devices that somehow serve
to overcome the loss of incentive value (positive or
negative) normally caused by substantial delays.
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